ZHC OPGW
Installation Services
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Introduction

Figure 1

OPGW Type

Zhongtian Hitachi Fiber Optic Cable Co., Ltd. (ZHC), one of the world leaders in OPGW manufacturing. ZHC
has installed almost twenty thousand kilometers OPGW all over the world. This experience allows Zhongtian
Hitachi offering our customers a broad range of installation services, covering from supervision and
commissioning to full turn-key operations.
Zhongtian OPGW Installation Services include:
- Supervision
- Splicing
- Commissioning
- Training
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Offered services

2.1

Installation supervision
Our field specialist will arrive on site and provide supervision to staff directly involved in the installation
process. The Supervisor has the responsibility for the use of correct methods in the whole process of the
installation. He will decide a correct action in response to any circumstance that is not foreseen in the
installation directives. A written installation report will be provided.

2.2

Splicing
Zhongtian provides splicing services to the industry for almost any application.
We offer inside and outside services for single mode (G652, G655) and
multimode fiber. Using profile alignment splicers our technicians can handle the
older fiber cable types being spliced to the new generation cable with excellent
results.
We provide splicing services for:
- ǂSingle of Multimode Cable
- ǂFiber to Fiber, Fiber to Pigtail
- ǂInside or Outside Splicing
Figure 2 Fibre Splicing

2.3

Commissioning
A ZHC technician will assure the correct end-to-end OPGW cable installation, controlling for each fibre:
-

Link attenuation and dispersion

-

Splice attenuation

A report will be provided after the completion of each link.
2.4

Training
ZHC technicians train our customer’s installers/supervisors with most practical OPGW installation methods
We provide:
- Product training
- Equipment training
- Installation training
- Accessories training
The standard training course consists of two days of theoretical explanations and three or more days of
hands-on training, including cable stringing, hardware installation, joint box mounting and optical
measurements. Customized courses are available on request. Training could be performed either in
customer premises or in ZHC offices in Nantong, near to Shanghai (P.R. China).

OPGW Installation Procedure
1.

PURPOSE
Describe the system of installation and delivery of OPGW fibre optic cables.

2.

SCOPE
This document covers all the activities usually performed by ZHC for on-site installation of OPGW fibre
optic cables, including transport, installation, accessory assembly, verification of optical transmission
characteristics and final certification.

3.

GENERAL
In general, the system and the equipment used for installation of the OPGW are similar to those of the
standard ground wire cable.
Nevertheless, there is an optical fibre core, fibres should be protected from suffering any damage by
observing the minimum bending radius at all times. Therefore, specific components and machinery are
used for the OPGW cable: pullers, tensioners, anti-twisting counterweights, swivels, pulling grips,
pulley-blocks, self-gripping clamps, pulling ropes, pulling cables, etc.

4.

PROCEDURES

4.1

Survey of the line
Prior planning for installation of the OPGW cable is performed by monitoring the line, taking into account
the following parameters:

4.1.1

Length of each drum
The OPGW drum length is determined based on the following considerations: position of the tension
towers, tower access, distance between supports and crossing with other lines, roads, railways, routes,
services and other obstacles.

4.1.2

Splices
The position of the splices depends on the maximum available length of OPGW, on the position of the
towers and the tower access.

4.2

Transport, loading, unloading and storage
The following procedures are recommended to prevent the cable from suffering damage during handling,
transport and storage:
a)

The drums should always be transported in vertical position with the cable ends fixed to prevent cable from
slackening. All of the staves and safeguards should be maintained until the drums are situated for
immediate installation.

b)

After the transport, the drums should be inspected to verify that they have not been damaged and that none
of the staves or safeguards is broken.

c)

The drums should never, in any case, be thrown from the lorry during unloading, or moved by uncontrolled
rolling.

d)

Loading and unloading are performed so that the drum remains in vertical position and the sides of the
drum are not damaged.

e)

The drums can be moved by rolling a short distance ensuring that there are no objects that may damage
the staves. The direction the drum turns should follow the instruction of the mark on the drum.

f)

In any case the drum should not be stored horizontally.

g)

The ends of the cable should be sealed to prevent water penetration.

h)

The drums should be stored on flooring that is strong enough to avoid sinking.

i)

The drums should be stored to facilitate handling and loading, and should be located on a safe place where
they will not be damaged.

Fig 3 Transporting of cable

4.3.

Preparation for installation

4.3.1.

Positioning the equipment

4.3.1.1

Drum
The drum is placed at the selected site (with the space required for its location) so that the cable outlet is on
the upper part and aligned with the planned laying direction.
The drum must be located at a distance of 2 or 3 metres from the tensioner. The lifting components usually
used are hydraulic jacks and a bar with the suitable dimensions inserted in the central opening of the drum.
The drum must be located at a height of 10 to 15 cm from the ground.

4.3.1.2

Puller and tensioner.

Fig 4

Tensioner and Puller

Either the puller or the tensioner must be placed at a minimum distance from the tower equal or more than
twice of the tower’s height.
The tensioner as well as the puller should be placed aligned with the conductors. The maximum acceptable
deviation angle is 30º. (ǂ< 30 º see Fig 5)

Fig 5 Location of tensioner and drum

If it is not possible to achieve this angle, the puller and tensioner are placed close to the following tower,
using an additional pulling cable of the required length. At 90º or less angle, retracking of the optic cable is
not allowed. The tensioner as well as the puller should be positioned at a minimum distance equivalent to
twice the height of the support to which the cable is fastened. In the installation with retracking, the
smallest angle must be more than 90º and the final pulley should be placed at a distance equal to twice of
the tower’s height. In the tensioner, the first groove that the cable will pass through must be perpendicular
to the axis of drum. The tensioner must be equipped with a dynamometer (i). Its reels must be protected
with material that does not damage the outer layer of the OPGW cable. The puller must also be equipped
with a dynamometer 1(i), with automatic disconnection in case of over tension on the cable. The pulling
cable should be joined to the OPGW cable by a swivel and a pulling grip. The minimum diameter of the
reels (where the OPGW is to be coiled) used during the installation should be at least 80 times the
diameter of the OPGW cable. For example, the tensioner reels for a 15 millimeters cable should have a
diameter of approximately 1.2 metres. Either the braking device or the puller has to be suitably connected
to the ground by a system of moveable rollers such as that shown in the following picture. This also applies
to the OPGW cable and the pulling cable, if it is a metal one.

Fig 6 Ground connection of the OPGW cable at the tensioner outlet

4.3.1.3

Pulleys

Fig 7 Pulleys

The tower pulleys should have a minimum diameter of at least 0.8 metres in the following cases:
-

In all towers with a change in laying direction equal to or greater than 15 degrees.

-

In the first and in the last tower of a single installation.

-

If the distance between the towers is greater than 600 metres.

In all the other cases pulleys with a diameter of 0.6 m can be used.
The pulleys have to be under good use conditions. The pulley groove should be protected with neoprene or
other similar material.
In case of sharp angles, the pulley must be placed so that the cable always passes through the centre of
the groove.
If the angles are greater than 45 º, a dual pulley system must be used in order to increase the bending
radius during the installation. The diameter of each pulley should be at least 0.6 m.
4.3.1.3

Anti-twisting devices
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Fig 8-1 Cable without anti-twisting devices
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Fig 8-2 Cable with anti- Anti-twisting devices

When a single or double layer OPGW cable is installed, an anti-twisting device is required to compensate
the inherent effect of torque of the OPWG cable. This device is always positioned at the pulling head of the
OPGW cable and equipped with two counterweights placed at a distance that is at least 3 meters one from
the other. In this way that when one counterweight goes through the pulley the other is operative.
Another anti-twisting device is installed at the end of the OPGW cable just before it leaves the tensioner.
The weight of the anti-twisting devices has to be high enough to prevent OPGW cable rotation. The
minimum values recommended for each counterweight are as follows:
- Spansǂ300 m 12 kg
- Spans. 300 m - 700 m 15 kg
- Spansǂ700 m 20 kg
For Installation length longer than 4000 metres these values should be increased by 5 kg.
After the counterweights have been installed, they should not be removed until the cable is secure and
cannot rotate.
Special precaution must be taken so that the cable does not rotate inside the counterweights, due to
unsuitable cable dimensions or incorrect tightening.

Anti-twisting devices

4.3.1.4

Auxiliary components

Fig 9

Swivel

The swivel is specifically designed for OPGW cables. They are of the suitable size for the cable to be
installed and in optimum condition for use.

Fig 10

Pulling grip

The pulling grip for OPGW cable stringing must be at least 1.5 metres long and specifically designed for
stringing OPGW cables. Moreover, it should be of the suitable dimensions and in optimum condition for
use.
The clamps used during stringing operations have to be specifically designed for OPGW cables and must
be suitable for the OPGW cable diameter.
If preformed fittings are used, these should be specifically designed for the OPGW cable
to be installed. The diameter as well as the length and material of these components must be suitable for
the OPGW cable.
The torque wrenches used must be reliable and calibrated on a regular basis. If a fall or accidental damage
occurs, the calibration must be verified.
4.3.1.5

Pulling rope

Fig 11

Pulling rope

The pulling rope has to be specifically designed for cable stringing. As stringing is performed on a power
line that is out of service we recommend the rope to be a metallic one. The minimum breaking load must be
5000 kg. This value can be higher depending upon the OPGW cable mechanical characteristics and at
least equal to 2.5 times the maximum stringing load. If an old earth cable must be used as a pulling rope,
ensure that it is not damaged and that its weight is lower than the OPGW cable one that is going to be
installed. The pulling cable must be joined to the optical cable by a swivel and a pulling grip. The swivel is
necessary to prevent any twisting of the cable when stringing is performed. As a rule, one drum at a time of
OPGW cable is installed. In case of any difficulties, the Zhongtian Hitachi supervisor has to be contacted.
He will give the correct guidelines to proceed with the OPGW cable installation.

4.4.

Installation of OPGW

4.4.1

Important factors to be taken into account during stringing
The general method of installation is shown as below:

Drum

Puller

Tensioner
As a rule, one drum at a time of OPGW cable is installed. In case of any difficulties, the ZHC supervisor has
to be contacted. He will give the correct guidelines to proceed with the OPGW cable installation.
4.4.1.1

Basic controls
Strict controls must be established during installation to ensure that it is performed correctly, without
excess tension, twist of the OPGW, unsuitable compression, regulating a correct sagging. Neither the
fibres nor the tube will be damaged.
The tensioner and the puller should be placed at a distance from the first tower pulley which is equivalent to
at least twice the height of the pulley.
Intermediate control points should be established, with the necessary precautions that are required at
critical points during installation (beginning/end of drum, angles, etc.).
During installation, the OPGW cable should not strike nor graze any objects other than the pulleys. No
obstacles must prevent the pulleys from rotating in the correct way.
The minimum bending radius must be controlled during all installation operations.
Ensure that the metal part of the pulleys do not make contact with the cable to prevent it from being
damaged.

4.4.1.2

Stringing speed
The maximum permissible stringing speed is 40 metres per minute. It always depends on the stringing
conditions and must be reduced to avoid damages to the optical fibres, the tube and the OPGW cable.

4.4.1.3

Pulling tension
The recommended pulling tension shall be lower than 1.5 times the weight (kg) of 1 km OPGW cable
length.
In case that higher pulling tensions are required, further information should be asked to ZHC supervisor in
order to know the maximum permissible pulling tension for such particular installation.

4.4.1.4

Minimum bending radius
The minimum bending radius is as follows:

4.4.1.5

-

on tensioner reels 40 times the cable diameter

-

during installation 400 mm

-

after installation 20 times the cable diameter

Communications during stringing
The personnel located at the puller, the tensioner, the pulley crossings and the cable ends are in
communication at all times by communication system.

4.5

Sagging of the cable
Generally, the methods used to obtain the correct sag values of the OPGW cables are the same used for
conventional ground wire cables. The specific recommendations are as follows:
Pulling is performed by a preformed fitting or tension clamp (in intermediate spans) or with the pull jacket at
the end.
Sagging of the cable and fittings installation are always performed after stringing. At this time, the
attachment fittings are also installed to prevent damage to the OPGW cable.
The installer is responsible for any damage to the OPGW cable that may occur due to failure cause by
incorrect application of the previous points.
If the tension and sags are different from the expected values, the stringing or sagging should be halted.
The Zhongtian Hitachi supervisor and the project leader will be consulted in order to safely continue the
installation operations.

4.6

Installation of fittings and accessories
The fittings: tension clamps, suspensions, earthing clamps, dampers, etc. should be installed in
accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions and using the appropriate tools.(see part 5)

4.7

Personnel training
All personnel who participate in the installation of the OPGW cable should be informed of handling
problems and installation procedures for the OPGW cable.

It is responsibility of the installer to assure the correct instruction to the whole personnel involved
in the installation works.

4.8

Supervision
The supervisor designated by Zhongtian Hitachi will be responsible for ensuring compliance with all of the
points indicated in this document as well as all required standards applicable to the specific installation.
If a situation occurs that is not covered in the present installation procedure, whenever this occurs with an
OPGW cable, the Supervisor will determine whether or not the action is correct.
The supervisor will request the installer to provide a descriptive list of the components to be used for
installation. Moreover, he will verify that these components are sufficient and adequate.

4.9

Splices
After stringing and the optical measurements after installation the OPGW cable will be spliced.

4.10

Transmission test during the installation phases
Prior to as well as during the installation phases, the transmission characteristics of the fibre optic cables
are verified in order to ensure proper installation and be sure that the final tests are within the specified
range of tolerances.

4.10.1

Measurements before OPGW cable installation
Prior to OPGW cable installation, each optical fibre is verified using OTDR.

4.10.2

Measurements after installation

After the cable has been installed, and prior to the splices, each of the cable fibres is verified once
again using OTDR. These new values are compared with those obtained in 4.10.1. in order to ensure
the absence of any problems.

4.10.3

Splices measurement
After splicing, each joint is optically verified using OTDR in order to ensure that the attenuation values are
within the required margins.

4.11

Final acceptance test
After installation, a final measurement of the transmission characteristics is and the values are duly
recorded. A copy of this is submitted to the customer.

4.12

Environment

4.13.1

Withdrawal of special waste (toxic and dangerous)
If any type of special waste such as oil, grease, solvents, saturation of gloves or rags, etc. is produced
during cable installation, proceed as follows:
Place in heavy-duty carboys or steel drums, indicating what type of waste it is.
Contact the Town Council or Community in location so that such bodies can provide information on the

administrators authorized to treat this waste.
Such waste must not be abandoned, mixed with other waste, or sent to the dumping ground.
4.13.2

Withdrawal of non-special or inert waste
If there are excess materials or waste such as aluminum, optic fibre, plastic, wood, iron, etc., whenever
possible, this should be sent to an authorized recycler or a controlled dumping ground.
Regardless of the amount, the waste should never be abandoned. Moreover, the area should be
cleaned when the work is finished.

5. OPGW ACCESSORIES
5.1 OPGW Tension Clamp:

U-shape Suspension Loop

Extension Rod

Optical Cable

U-shape Connection Ring

Tension Pre-twisted Wire

Materials:

Protection Rod Pre-twisted

painted by color marks for exchanging pre-twisted
wire.

Outer Layer Tension Pre-twisted Wire — preformed
by al-clad steel wire. It has high grip so it will not extrude
the optical cable. Pre-twisted wire has color mark to
avoid installation error and it’s convenient for quick
installation and exchange of pre-twisted wires.

U-shape Connection Ring — hot galvanized precise
cast steel U-shape connection ring is nipped and
embedded in the U-shape bending head of tension
clamp to protect it and extension rod’s connection.
Break loads are20kN and 170kN.

Protection Rod Pre-twisted — preformed by al-clad
steel wire. It protects the optical cable and reduces
vibration. Pre-twisted wire’s end must be slightly
bended outward following the radial direction to avoid
extruding optical cable. Pre-twisted wire is preformed
into four sub-bundles to avoid installation error and
for quick installation. Pre-twisted wire’s two ends are

Extension Rod ! hot galvanized precise cast steel
extension rod can connect U-shape connection ring
with U-shape suspension loop. Break loads are 80kN
and 170kN. U-shape Suspension Loop — hot
galvanized steel U-shape connection ring can connect
with pole tower fasteners. Break loads are: 69kN for
UL-7, 98kN for UL-10 and 157kN for UL-16Ǆ

Installation Method:

1. Install U-shape connection ring on the extension
rod.

2. Insert one end of tension pre-twisted wire into
U-shape connection ring.

Color Mark on Sub-bundle End

Installation Mark
3. Make two ends of tension pre-twisted wire parallel
with optical cable. Use adhesive tape to make a mark
on the optical cable according to the color mark
positions on tension pre-twisted wires. Consider the
marks as the reference of installing protection rod
pre-twisted wire.
Sub-bundle Center Color Mark Sub-bundle End Color

4. Lay one sub-bundle of protection rod pre-twisted wire
parallel with optical cable and align the end’s color mark
with the reference mark on optical cable in last step.

Sub-bundle Center Color Mark

Installation Mark
5. Start wrapping protection rod pre-twisted wire from
sub-bundle center color mark but keep the end of
protection rod loose.

6. Repeat the operation in last step. Ensure that all the
protection rods installations are flat, natural and have no
folds.

7. After all the protection rod pre-twisted wires are
installed (as described in 5), wrap the end flat by hand.
(Don’t use any tools to avoid damaging or scratching
optical cable.)

8. Align the color mark of tension pre-twisted wire with
color mark on protection rod pre-twisted wire’s end.

9. Wrap one end of tension pre-twisted wire for one to
two loops first.

10. Starting from identifying color mark, wrap tension
pre-twisted wire’s another end for one to two loops.

11. Finish wrapping tension pre-twisted wire’s two ends
simultaneously. Ensure that its ends are bended outward
following the radial direction to avoid extruding protection
rod pre-twisted wire. Finishing wrapping one end once is
forbidden.

12. For convenient installation, tension
pre-twisted wire’s end of about 20cm can be
divided into several smaller sub-bundles. Don’t
use any tools to avoid damaging or scratching
optical cable. Ensure that all the pre-twisted wire
are wrapped flatly, naturally and averagely.

13. Fix U-shape ring on the corresponding fasten clamps
on the pole tower. The installation is finished.
Note:
ˍˊTension clamp’s type is determined by optical cable: ADSS type or OPGW type.
ˎˊTension clamp’s detailed type is determined by optical cable’s outer diameter, maximum work tension (or span)
ˏˊDetailed collocation of tension clamp: terminal pole tower - 1 set/pole tower, tension/angle/splice pole towers – 2
sets /pole tower.
ːˊThis product can just be used by trained professionals.
ˑˊAssemblies’ installation quantity and length must not be changed randomly.
˒ˊOptical cable tension clamp must not be installed and used repeatedly.
If having any doubts, contact our company’s technology department.

5.2

OPGW Suspension Clamp:

Assembly

Suspension Head

Inner Layer’s Pre-twisted Wire
Materials:
Rubber Clamp ˉ It consists of high-quality rubber
and center reinforced component. It has ozone
resistance, chemical change resistance, weather aging
resistance, high & low temperature performance, high
strength & elasticity and minor compressed
deformation.
Aluminum Cleat ˉ It is made of corrosion-resistant
al-alloy by method of pressure casting. It has steady
chemical performance, good atmosphere corrosion

U-shape

Outer

Suspension

Layer’s

Pre-twisted

resistance and excellent mechanical performance.
U-shape Jacket ˉ Al-alloy extruding component. It is
used for fixing aluminum cleat. It has high strength and
good corrosion resistance.
Inner layer Pre-twisted Wire Armor Rod ˉ Special
al-alloy wire. It has super high tensile strength & rigidity,
good elasticity and excellent rust resistance. It can be
used in severe environment for a long time.
Outer Layer Pre-twisted Wire ˉ The same as inner
layer pre-twisted wire.

Installation Method:

1. Use a thin adhesive tape to make a mark on the
center position of optical cable suspension point.
4. Finish coiling two ends of every sub-bundle once by
hand. Don’t use any tools to avoid damaging or
scratching optical cable.
2. Pre-twisted the single wire into groups of
sub-bundles (2~3 per group). Align mark in the center
of sub-bundle with installation mark in Step 1. Coil 3~4
rounds of sub-bundles on the optical cable.

3. Repeat the operation in Step 2. Finish coiling left
sub-bundles. Align the center color mark.Ǆ

5. Keep coiled pre-twisted wire’s center color mark as a
center. Close upper and lower halves of rubber clamp
around pre-twisted wire and fix it with a thin adhesive
tape.

Proper Installation
6. Keep the middle of upper half as a center and align it
with outer layer pre-twisted wire’s center color mark.
Ensure that outer layer pre-twisted wire’s curve
conforms with rubber clamp’s curved surface. Coil
2~3 rounds of outer layer pre-twisted wire on every side of
rubber clamp. Ensure that there’s no gap between
pre-twisted wire and rubber clamp.

Improper Installation
Don’t coil outer layer pre-twisted wire on rubber clamp
like this!
12. Fix bolts.

7. Install a outer layer pre-twisted wire on lower half of
rubber clamp according to operation in Step 6.

8. Install all the outer layer pre-twisted wire. Ensure
that twisted wires has average gaps and no cross.

13. Fix U-shape suspension loop on the support fastener.

9. Coil two ends of pre-twisted wire flatly and naturally
by hand. Don’t use any tools to avoid damaging or
scratching optical cable.

10. Keep the middle of suspension clamp as a center.
Close front and back aluminum cleats around
pre-twisted wire and make its lugs upward.

14. Installation is finished.
Note:
1. Suspension clamp is applied to ADSS and OPGW.
2. The turning angle of lines using single suspension
clamp must be no larger than 25º. The turning angle of
lines using double suspension clamps must be
between 25º̚60º.
3. Commended span length is longer than 150m.
4. This product must be only used by trained
professionals.
5. Don’t change assemblies’ quantity and lengths
randomly.
6. Outer layer pre-twisted wire can’t be repeatedly used.
If having any doubts, please contact our company’s
technology department.

5.3 Vibration Dampers
5.3.1 Spiral Vibration Dampers
Vibration Isolation Segment

1.

Application:
Install spiral vibration isolator on the optical cable to
make damp function to wind vibration and reduce the
cable’s vibration energy. Thereby, optical cable and fittings
can be protected.
2. Structure:

Clamp Segment

Spiral vibration isolator is made of special plastic with
high strength, aging-resistant and high elasticity. It consists
of spiral clamp segment and vibration isolation segment.
3. Installation:
Before installing spiral vibration isolator on the support,
check whether it matches with optical cable.

Installation of Single Spiral Vibration Isolator

4. Wrap clamp segment till accomplishment.
1. Wrap optical cable with one round of vibration isolation
segment, as photo shows.

2. Coil/rotate and push forward spiral vibration isolator on the
optical cable till clamp segment.

12cm

5. Check whether the distance between clamp segment’s end
and tension/suspension fittings is 12cm (about a hand’s width).

6. Installation is finished.
3. As photo shows, slide spiral vibration vibrator on the
conductor to keep the distance between spiral vibration
isolator’s end and tension /suspension clamp’s end as 12cm.
(about a hand’s width)

5. Coil one spiral vibration isolator around optical cable, then coil
another one by the same method.
1. Twist two spiral vibration isolators in parallel.

12cm

6. Check whether the distance between clamp segment’s end and
tension/suspension fittings is 12cm (about a hand’s width).
2. Wrap the optical cable with one round of vibration isolation segment,
as photo shows.

7. Installation is finished.
Note:
ˍˊDecide spiral vibration isolator’s type according to optical cable
3. Coil/rotate and push forward spiral vibration isolator on the optical

diameter according to cable diameter.

cable till clamp segment to keep the distance between its clamp

ˎˊDecide the quantity of spiral vibration isolator needed by every

segment and tension/suspension clamp’s end as 12cm (about a hand’s

span according to optical cable’s operation tension and span

width).

length. The common allocation is as follows:
Span Length

Quantity

˘100m

0

100̚250m

2

250̚400m

4

400̚800m
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ˏˊDuring installation, clamp segment is towards the support.
ːˊThis product must be only used by trained professionals.
ˑˊThis product’s installation doesn’t need any special tools.
˒ˊInstall several isolators successively along the optical cable or
4. For easy installation, separate clamp segment of spiral vibration
isolator, as photo shows.

install them in parallel.
˓ˊDon’t change the assembly’s quantity and length randomly.
˔ˊThree spiral vibration isolators’ installation can also use above
parallel installation method.

5.4 Optical Cable Downlead Clamp
Application:
This product is applied to optical cable downleading on the termination/joint support and fixing cable arc part on
tension/angle support. It can be also used where needs fixing optical cable.
1. Tower Downlead Clamps

(Regular Form)
Galvanized Steel Downlead Clamp

Al-alloy Downlead Clamp

Materials:
Pedestal ˉ Al-alloy (al-alloy downlead clamp), galvanized steel (galvanized steel downlead clamp); Clamp Board
ˉ special rubber and reinforced component.
Installation:
Installation Method of Main Member

Installation Method of Diagonal Member

1. Decide installation position of downlead clamp on the
tower.

1. Decide installation position of downlead clamp on the
tower.

2. Fix downlead clamp on the tower: loosen M12 tighten
bolts on its pedestal, nip downlead clamp to the main
material on the chosen installation position and screw
down M12 tighten bolts and nuts in turn.

2. Fix downlead clamp on the tower: loosen M12 tighten
bolts on its pedestal, nip downlead clamp to the
diagonal member on fixed installation position and
screw down M12 tighten bolts and nuts in turn.

3. Fix optical cable: loosen M12 nuts on the inner side of
clamp board, open clamp board, embed optical cable
into clamp board’s parallel grooves, adjust cable, cover
clamp board and screw down M12 nuts on inner and
outer sides of clamp board in turn.

3. Fix optical cable: Loose M12 bolts on the inner side of
clamp board, open clamp board, embed optical cable
into clamp board’s parallel grooves, adjust optical cable,
cover clamp board and screw down M12 nuts on inner
and outer sides of clamp board in turn.

4. Installation is finished.

4. Installation is finished.

Note:
ˍˊThis product is applied to ADSS/OPGW.
ˎˊThis product is applied to steel tower.
ˏˊThis product’s collocation: generally, for optical
cable downleading, one set is supplied every 1.5
meters; for fixing optical cable and arc wire, one set
is supplied every pole/tower.

ːˊDuring using in optical cable downleading, this
product is installed from upper to lower.
ˑˊGalvanized steel downlead clamp’s main member
installation form is the regular form of consignment.
˒ˊAl-alloy downlead clamp is installed by main
member installation method. Two forms of
galvanized steel downlead clamp can be
interchanged.
˓ˊIf having any doubts, please contact our company.

